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How to calculate freezing point chemistry

Depression is the freezing point of a coligative property that is observed in solutions that results from the introduction of dissolving molecules to a solvent. The freezing points of the solutions are all lower than the pure solvent and are directly proportional to the T_f=delta{T_f} = T_f (solvent) - T_f (solution) = K_f \times m\]
where \(\Delta{ T_f}\) Depression is the freezing point, \(T_f\) (solution) is the freezing point of the solution, \(T_f\) (solvent) is the freezing point of the solvent, \(K_f\) is a constant depression freezing point, and m is mortar. Nonelectrolytes are materials without ions, the only molecules. On the other hand, strong
electrolytes are mostly composed of ionic compounds and essentially all ionic compounds form electrolyte solution. So if we can prove that the material we work with is uniform and not uni, it's safe to assume that we're working with a nonelectrolyte and we might try to solve this problem using our formulas. This is likely
the case for all the problems you encountered related to the freezing point depression and boiling point height in this period, but it is a good idea to keep a blind eye for Yillion. It is worth noting that these equations work for both volatile and non-flac solutions. That is, because of determining the depression of the freezing
point or the height of the boiling point, the vapor pressure does not affect the temperature change. Also remember that a pure solvent is a solution that has nothing extra added to it or dissolved in it. We will be comparing its pure solvent properties with their new properties when added to a solution. Adding solutions to an
ideal solution leads to positive ΔS, increased entropy. For this reason, the chemical and physical properties of the newly modified solution will also change. Properties that undergo changes due to the addition of solutions to a solvent are known as coligative properties. These properties are dependent on the number of
solutions added, not their identity. Two examples of coligativ properties are boiling point and freezing point: due to the addition of solutions, boiling point tends to increase, and the freezing point tends to decrease. The freezing point and boiling point of a pure solvent can be changed when added to a solution. When this
happens, the freezing point of the pure solvent may be lower, and the boiling point may become higher. The rate of these changes can be found using formulas: \[\Delta{T}_f= -K_f \times m\] \[\Delta{T}_f = K_b \times m\] where \(m\) is the solute molality and \(K\) values are proportionality constants; (\(K_f\) and \(K_b\) to
freeze and boil, respectively. And \(K_b\) respectively: Solvent \(K_f\) \(K_b\) Water 1.86.512 Acetic acid 3.90 3.07 Benzene 5.12 2.53 Phenol 7.27 3.56 Molality is defined as the number of moles of so perlute kilogram solvent. Be careful not to use the mass of the whole solution. Often, the problem gives you a
temperature change and a constant of proportion, and you need to find a mortar first to get your final answer. Hallol, in order for it to apply any changes to coligative properties, must meet two conditions. Firstly, it should not help to push the soluble vapor, and secondly, it should remain suspended even during phase
changes. Since the solvent is no longer pure with the addition of solutions, it can be said that the chemical potential of the solvent is lower. The chemical potential of Molly Gibb's energy is that a solvent mole is able to help a mixture. The greater the chemical potential of a solvent, the more able to drive the reaction
forward. As a result, solvents with higher chemical potential will also have higher vapor pressures. Boiling point is obtained when the chemical potential of pure solvent, a liquid, is reached to the chemical potential of pure vapor. Due to the decrease in chemical potential of mixed solvents and solutions, we see this
intersection at higher temperatures. In other words, the boiling point of the horseshoe solvent will be at a higher temperature than the pure liquid solvent. Therefore, the height of the boiling point occurs with an increase in temperature, which uses \[\Delta{T_b} = K_b b_B\] to be slight in which \(K_b\) is known as the
ebullioscopic constant and \(m\) is a hallhol molyte. It reaches the freezing point when the chemical potential of pure liquid solvent reaches the pure solid solvent point. Again, since we are trading with mixtures with reduced chemical potential, we expect the freezing point to change. Unlike boiling point, the chemical
potential of the incomplete solvent requires colder temperatures for it to reach the chemical potential of pure solid solvent. Therefore, depression is the freezing point observed. The example \(\PageIndex{1}\) reduces the freezing point of 75.00 g benzene from 5.53 to 4.90 \(^{\circ}C\) from some unknown compounds.
What is molly's mass combining? The first solution should be to calculate the melality of the benzene solution, which will allow us to find the number of dissolved moles dissolved. \[ \begin{align*} m &amp;= \dfrac{\Delta{T}_f}{-K_f} \\[4pt] &amp;= \dfrac{(4.90 - 5.53)^{\circ}C}{- 5.12^{\circ}C/m} \\[4pt] &amp;= 0.123 m
\end{align*}\] \[ \begin{align*} \text{Amount Solute} &amp;= 0.07500 \; kg\; benzene \times \dfrac{0.123\; m}{1 \; kg \; benzene} \\[4pt] &amp;= 0.00923 \; m \; solute \end{align*}\] We can now find the molecular weight of the unknown compound: \[begin{align*} Weight} =&amp; \dfrac{2.00 \; g \; unknown}{0.00923 \; mol} \\
[4pt] &amp;= 216.80 \; g/mol \end{align*}\] depression is a freezing point especially vital for aquatic life. Because saltwater will freeze at colder temperatures, organisms can survive in these water bodies. Road salting uses this effect to lower the freezing point on which it is placed. Lowering the freezing point allows street
ice to melt at lower temperatures. The maximum depression freezing point is around −18 °C (0°F), so if the ambient temperature is lower, \(\ce{NaCl}\) will be ineffective. In these situations, \(\ce{CaCl_2}}\) can be used to make three ions instead of two for \(\ce{NaCl}\). Figure \(\PageIndex{1}):Workers manually spread
salt from a salt truck in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. from Wikipedia Benzophenone has a freezing point of 49.00oC. A molar urea solution of 0.450 in this solvent has a freezing point of 44.59oC. Find the constant freezing point of depression for solvent. (answ.: 9.80oC/m) Season 1 Chapter 2 Chapter 3 Chapter 4 Chapter 6
Chapter 6 Chapter 7 Chapter 8 Chapter 9 Chapter 11 Chapter 12 Chapter 13 Chapter 14 Learning Objectives Explain what the term coligativ means and list the properties of couligati. Shows what happens to the boiling point and freezing point of a solvent when a hallwell is added to it. Calculate the height of boiling point
and depression freezing point for a solution. People living in colder climates have seen trucks put salt on the road when forecasting snow or ice. Why is this done? As a result of the information you will explore in this section, you will find out why these events occur. You will also learn to calculate exactly how much of the
effect a particular solution can have on the boiling point or freezing point of a solution. The example given in the introduction is an example of a coligative property. Coligative properties are properties that vary based on the concentration of hallol in a solvent, but not on the dissolving type. This means the example above
is that people in colder climates don't necessarily need salt to get the same effect on the road - any solution will work. However, the higher the concentration of halves, the more these properties will change. Water boils in \(100^\text{o} \text{C}\) in \(1\: \text{atm}\) but does not dissolve saltwater. When table salt is added
to the water, the resulting solution has a higher boiling point than the water itself. Ions form an attraction with solvent particles that prevent water molecules from going into the gas phase. Therefore, saline water solution does not boil in \(100^\text{o} \text{C}\). in order for the saline water solution to boil, It should be raised
about \(100^\text{o} \text{C}\). This is true for any dissolving added to the solvent; The boiling point will be above the boiling point of the pure solvent (without hallol). In other words, when anything dissolves in water, the solution boils at a higher temperature than pure water. The height of the boiling point is also a
coligative property due to the existence of a hallwell. In this way, the amount of change at the boiling point is related to the number of dissolving particles in a solution and is not related to the chemical composition of hallol. The aquifer salt solution and the solution \(0.20\: \(0.20\: \text{m}\) hydrochloric acid solution will
have the same effect on the boiling point. The effect of adding a halvol to a solvent has the opposite effect on the freezing point of a solution, as it does on the boiling point, and a solution will have a lower freezing point than a pure solvent, the freezing point is the temperature at which the liquid changes to a solid at a
given temperature, if the material is given. Added to a solvent (such as water), solvent-solvent interactions prevent the solvent from going into the solid phase. Dissolving interactions require a further reduction in temperature to solidn the solution. A common example is found when salt is used on icy roads. Salt is placed
on the roads so that water on the roads is normally \(0^\text{o} \text{C}\), but at a lower temperature, it is as low as \(-9^\text{o} \text{C}\). Defrostation of planes is another common example of freezing point depression in practice. A number of solutions are used, but usually a solution such as ethylene glycol, or a less
toxic single propylene glycol, is used to defroise an aircraft. Planes are sprinkled with solution when temperatures are expected to drop below the freezing point. Depression is the freezing point difference of soluble freezing points from pure solvent. This is true for any dissolving added to the solvent; The freezing point of
the solution will be lower than the freezing point of the pure solvent (without dissolving).  So, when anything dissolves in water, the solution will freeze at temperatures lower than pure water. Depression is the freezing point due to the existence of a hallwell, also a coligatative property. In this way, the amount of change at
the freezing point is related to the number of dissolving particles in a solution and is not related to the chemical composition of hallol. The aquifer salt solution and the solution \(0.20\: \text{m}\) hydrochloric acid solution will have the same effect on the freezing point. Figure \(\PageIndex{1}\): Compare the boiling and
freezing points of a pure liquid (right) with the solution (left). Remember that covalent and ionic compounds are not dissolved in the same way. Ion Break into cations and anions when they dissolve. Covalent compounds do not normally disintegrate. For example, a sugar/water solution remains as sugar and water that
sugar molecules remain as molecules. Remember that the coligative properties are due to the number of dissolving particles in the solution. Adding 10 sugar molecules to a solvent will produce 10 dissolving particles in the solution. When the solution is ionic, such as \(\ce{NaCl}\) however, adding 10 dissolving formulas
to the solution will produce 20 ionics (dissolving particles) in the solution. Therefore, adding the solution \(\ce{NaCl}\) to a solvent to produce the solution \(0.20\: \text{m}\) will have twice the effect of adding enough sugar to a solvent to produce a solution \(0.20\: \text{m}\). Coligative properties depend on the number of
dissolving particles in the solution. \(i\) is the number of particles that will be dissolved after mixing with the solvent. For example, sodium chloride, \(\ce{NaCl}\), will be divided into two ions so for \(\ce{NaCl}\), \(i = 2\); for lithium nitrate, \(\ce{LiNO_3}\), \(i = 2\); and for calcium chloride, \(\ce{CaCl_2}\), \(i = 3\). For kovali
compounds, \(i\) is always equal to 1. Knowing the melality of a solution and the number of particles of a compound will be dissolved for formation, it can be predicted which solution in a group will have the lowest freezing point. To compare boiling points or freezing solutions, follow these general steps: label each solution
as ion or covalent. If the solution is ion, specify the number of formula ions. Be careful not to look for poly-atomic ions. Multiply the main molyte (\text{m}\)) of the solution by the number of particles formed when the solution is dissolved. This will give you the total concentration of dissolved particles. Compare these values.
Higher total concentrations will lead to a higher boiling point and a lower freezing point. Example \(\PageIndex{1}\) Rank the following solutions in water to increase (lowest to highest) freezing point: \(0.1\: \text{m} \: \ce{NaCl}\) \(0.1\: \text {m} \: \ce{C_6H_{12}O_6}\) \(0.1\: \text{m} \: \ce{CaI_2}\) Solution to compare
freezing points, we need to know the total concentration of all particles when the solute has been dissolved. \(0.1\: \text{m} \: \ce{NaCl}\): This is an ionic compound (metal with non-metallic), and will be solved in 2 parts. The final total concentration is: \(\left(0.1\: \text{m} \right) \left(2\right) = 0.2 \: \text{m}\) \(0.1\: \text{m} \:
\ce{C_6H_{12}O_6}\): This combination is co-analysis (non-national), and will remain as 1 part. The final total concentration is: \(\left(0.1\: \text{m} \right) \left(1\right) = 0.1 \: \text{m}\) \(0.1\: \text{m} \: \ce{CaI_2}\): This is an ionic compound (metal with non-metallic) and will be solved in 3 parts. The final total concentration
is: \(\left) \: \text{m} \right) \left(3\right) = 0.3 \: \text{m}\) Remember, the greater the concentration of particles, the lower the freezing point will be. \(0.1\: \text{m} \: \ce{CaI_2}\) will have the lowest freezing point, follow \(0.1\: \text{m} \: \ce{NaCl}\), and the highest of the three solutions will be \(0.1\: \text{m} \:
\ce{C_6H_{12}O_6}}\), but all three will have a freezing point lower than pure water. Boiling point is a solution above the boiling point of a pure solvent and the freezing point is a solution lower than the freezing point of a pure solvent. However, the amount to which the boiling point increases or the freezing point
decreases depends on the amount of solution added to the solvent. A mathematical equation is used to calculate the height of boiling point or freezing point depression. The height of the boiling point is the amount that the temperature of the boiling point increases compared to the original solvent. For example, the boiling
point of pure water in \(1.0\: \text{atm}\) \(100^\text{o} \text{C}\) while the boiling point is a saline water solution \(2\%\) about \(102^\text{o} \text{C}\). Therefore, the boiling point height will be \(2^\text{o} \text{C}\). Depression is the freezing point of the amount that the freezing temperature decreases. Both the height of
boiling point and depression are freezing points related to the dismalness of the solution. Looking at the formula for boiling point height and freezing point depression, we see similarities between the two. The equation used to calculate the boiling point increase is: \[\Delta T_b = k_b \cdot \text{m} \cdot i\label{BP}\] Where:
\(\Delta T_b=\) the amount of the boiling increase points. \(k_b=\) Fixed boiling point height that depends on the solvent (for water, this number is \(0.515^\text{o} \text{C/m}\)). \(\text{m} =\) the molality of the solution. \(i=\) The number of particles formed when that compound dissolves (for coval compounds, this number
is always 1). The following equation is used to calculate the reduction at the freezing point: \[\Delta T_f= k_f \cdot\text{m} \cdot i\label{FP}\] Where: \(\Delta T_f=\) the amount of the freezing temperature decreases. \(k_f=\) The constant depression is the freezing point that depends on the solvent (for water, this number is \
(1.86^\text{o} \text{C/m}\)). \(\text{m} =\) the molality of the solution. \(i=\) The number of particles formed when that compound dissolves (for coval compounds, this number is always 1). Example \(\PageIndex{2}\): Adding antifreeze to antifreeze protein engines in car radiators is used to keep cooling from freezing. In
geographical areas where winter temperatures go below the freezing point of water, using pure water as cooling could allow the water to freeze. Because the water spreads when it freezes, freezing cooling can لوکیلگ نلیتا  زیرف  یتنآ  رد  یلصا  ءزج  .هدننک  کنخ  طوطخ  و  روتایدار ، روتوم ، کولب  ، \(\ce{C_2H_4(OH)_2}\) تظلغ .تسا 
2.64  \) طسوت دامجنا  هطقن  رگا  تسیچ ، هتیلالم  رد  بآ ، زا  یلولحم  رد  لوکیلگ  نلیتا  ^\text{o} \text{C}\) دامجنا هطقن  تباث  دشاب ؟ هتفای  شهاک  ، \(k_f\)، 1.86  \) بآ یارب  ^\text{o} \text{C/m}\) هلداعم  ) لح هار  زا  دامجنا  هطقن  یگدرسفا  یارب  هلداعم  زا  هدافتسا  لح  هار  .تسا   \(\ref{FP}\): \[\Delta T_f = k_f \cdot \text{m} \cdot i\] ام بسانم  ریداقم  رد  ینیزگیاج 
2.64 : \] مینک یم  تفایرد  ^\text{o} \text{C} = \left( 1.86^\text{o} \text{C/m} \right) \left( \text{m} \right) \left( 1 \right)\] Solve for \(\text{m}\) by dividing both sides by \(1.86^\text{o} \text{C/m}\). \[\text{m} = 1.42\] لاثم  \(\PageIndex{3}\): 10.0  \) زا یلولحم  شوج  یامد  ندرب  الاب  یارب  کمن  ندوزفا   \: \text{g}\) 100.0  \) هب میدس  دیرلک   \: \text{g}\)
؟ تسیچ لولحم  شوج  هطقن  .تسا  هدش  هفاضا  شوج  هطقن  ندرب  الاب  یارب  شالت  رد  بآ   \(k_b\) for water is \(0.52^\text{o} \text{C/m}\). هلداعم  ) لولحم عافترا  شوج  هطقن  یارب  هلداعم  زا  هدافتسا  لح  هار   \(\ref{BP}\) : \[\Delta T_b = k_b \cdot \text{m} \cdot i\] مینک هلداعم  نیا  نیزگیاج  ار  ریغتم  ره  میناوتب  دیاب  ام  . \(k_b = 0.52^\text{o} \text{C/m}\) \
(\text{m}\): 10.0 : \) هب هجوت  اب  .مینک  لح  راک  نیا  یارب  یرتمویچیوتسا  زا  هدافتسا  اب  دیاب  ام   \: \text{g} \: \ce{NaCl}\) 100.0  \) :\ text{g} \: \ce{H_2O}\) Find: \(\text{mol} \: \ce{NaCl}/\text{kg} \: \ce{H_2O}}\). Ratios: molar mass of \(\ce{NaCl}\), \(1000 \: \text{g} = 1 \: \text{kg}\) \[\dfrac{10.0 \: \cancel{\text{g} \: \ce{Na }{100.0\ :\ و
\cancel{\text{g} \: \ce{H_2O} \cdot \dfrac{1 \: \text{mol} \: \ce{NaCl}}{58.45 \: \cancel{\text{g} \: \ce{NaCl}}} \cdot \dfrac{1000 \: \cancel{\text{g} \: \ce{H_2O}{1 \: \text{kg} \: \ce{H_2O} = 1.71 \: \text{m}\] For \(\ce{NaCl}\), \(i = 2\) Substitute these values into the equation \(\Delta T_b = k_b \cdot \text{m} \cdot i\). مینک یم  تفایرد  :
\[\Delta T_b = \left( 0.52 \dfrac{^\text{o} \text{C}}{\cancel{\text{m} \right) \left( 1.71 \: \cancel{\text{m}} \right) \left( 2 \\right right) = 1.78^\text{o} \text{C}\] Water normally boils at \(100^\text{o} \text{C}\), but our calculation shows that the boiling point increased by \(1.78^\text{o} \text{C}\). 101.78  \) ام دیدج  شوج  هطقن  ^\text{o}
\text{C}\) مرگ ًابیرقت ۲۸٫۰  یواح  ایرد  بآ  هک  اجنآ  زا  هجوت :  .تسا   NaCl شوج طاقن  .دنتسین  هدنوش  لح  ییایمیش  صاوخ  هب  طوبرم  و  دنتسه ، لولحم  رد  دوجوم  تارذ  دادعت  لیلد  هب  اهنت  هک  دنتسه  یصاوخ  ویتاگیلوک  صاوخ  دارگ .) یتناس  هجرد  شوج ۲  یامد  شیازفا  یارب  همه   ) تسا زکرمتم  ایرد  بآ  زا  رتشیب  ربارب  راهچ  ًابیرقت  روش  بآ  لولحم  نیا  تسا ، رتیل  رد 

لیکشت لح , اهنآ  هک  ینامز  میسقت  ینوی  هب  ینوی  تابیکرت  .دنتسه  صلاخ  یاه  لالح  نادنب  خی  طاقن  زا  رت  نییاپ  اه  لولحم  دامجنا  طاقن  .تسا  صلاخ  لالح  شوج  طاقن  زا  رتالاب  اه  لولحم   Particles. Covalent compounds remain as complete molecules when dissolved. Coligatical property of vocabulary - a property that is only soluble due to the
number of particles and not the type of halves. Boiling point height - the amount at which the boiling point of a solution is increased from the boiling point of the pure solvent. Depression is the freezing point - the amount at which the freezing point of a solution is reduced from the freezing point of the pure solvent. This
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